


Taste ! Better Taste ! In “short” ones or “long” ones, 
you’ll get more pleasure out of the incomparable taste 
that made Seagram’s 7 Crown the choice of more mil¬ 
lions than any other whiskey in history! 

That’s the long and the short of it! 

Say Seagrams and be Sure 
SEAGRAM-DISTILLERS CORPORATION, YORK Y. BLENDED 6.8 PROOF. 65% GRAIN NEUTRAL 



IT’S ALL A MATTER OF TASTE 

“I’M NO AD WRITER,” 
says JACK KRAMER 

Ad writer or not, we think Jack 
Kramer puts it well.. . when it comes 
to choosing a cigarette, it’s all a 
matter of taste. And Luckies taste 
better ... for two specific reasons. 

The first and foremost is fine 
tobacco. Surely you know L.S./M.F.T. 
—Lucky Strike means fine tobacco. 
The second is the fact that Luckies 
are made better—always round, firm 
and fully packed for smooth, easy 
smoking. 

Smoking enjoyment is certainly all 
a matter of taste. And the fact of the 
matter is—Luckies taste better. So, 
Be Happy—Go Lucky. Remember, 
Luckies are made by The American 
Tobacco Company, America’s leading 
manufacturer of cigarettes. 

LUCKY 
STRIKE 

LUCKIES TASTE BETTER SMOOTHER! 



WHO MAKES 
THE WHISKEY 

YOU BUY? 

JUNE, 1954 

HENRY STEEGER, Publisher 

THE COMPLETE MAN'S MAGAZINE 

HOWARD J. LEWIS, editor 

SPORTSMAN’S EXPERT’S “PERFECT” FISHING KIT . . Larry Roller 50 
ALMANAC 

DEPARTMENTS 

Look at the label! If It reads Distilled 
and Bottled by, you know who made it, 
where it was made, and who bottled it. 
This phrase is on every Glenmore label. 
We do not use other whiskies to bottle 
under the proud Glenmore name. If we 
did, we could not say Distilled and 
Bottled by. 
When you get Glenmore you get uni¬ 
form high quality because Glenmore is 
distilled and bottled by us only. Look 
for the word Glenmore on the straight 
whiskey you buy and you’ll be getting 
the best. 

Distilled and Bottled by 
GLENMORE DISTILLERIES COMPANY 

OWENSBORO, KENTUCKY 
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HOMEMADE MIRACLES IN METAL! 
Make these and 101 other projects with Amazing 

REYNOLDS DO-IT-YOURSELFALUMINUM 
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Thirteen top Argosy 

writers bring you their 

greatest sea stories in one 

big thrill packed book 

20% DISCOUNT 
to Argosy readers only! 

the ARGOSY book 
of sea stories 

Adventure on the high seas! 

Each story in this top-notch collection offers you 
a new experience in the unexpected. You’ll know 
what it’s like to sail on a ship whose mad captain 
has a terrifying secret; to travel in convoy with 
a touchy load of dynamite beneath your feet; how 
all things become menacingly sinister when you 
flout superstitions seamen have honored for cen¬ 
turies. You’ll wonder at the mystery of a phantom 
craft, and learn how a veteran sailor proved the 
Navy’s "good old days” really weren’t so bad; see 
a dramatic clash between cutthroat slavers and 
pirates; and watch in heart-tingling suspense as a 
kidnaping at sea is plotted. In every case you’ll 
share the danger and courage, the despair and jubi¬ 
lation of men whose adventurous lives take them 
to the far corners of the earth. Color, action, in¬ 
tensity ■— you’ll experience a kind of excitement 
seldom found in fiction. 

Send for this remarkable book today and enjoy long 
hours of high adventure with 13 masters of the sea 
story, writing at the top of their form. 

LOOK AT THESE STORIES 

ler; The Captain’s Prisoner by Calvin J. 
Clements; Congo Cargo by T. T. Flynn; The 
Jonah Curse by J. F. Wallace; The Alone 

20% DISCOUNT COUPON TO ARGOSY READERS 

A. S. BARNES & COMPANY. Dept. 421A 
232 Madison Ave., New York 16. N. Y. 
YES! Please send me THE ARGOSY BOOK OF SEA STORIES. If 

FREE 5-DAY 
EXAMINATION! 
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For men of action 
— ounce for ounce 

it costs no more to look 
and feel your best! 

Ki 
Spreads Faster 
Softens Quicker 

CLOSE-UP 
Shaves 
Close Up! 
BETTER 4 WAYS ’ 

Hunting and Fishing 
BY LARRY KOLLER 

SPINNING-ROD COMFORT: A combina- WIND WITH CELLULOSE TAPE 

a thick reel plate, it’s best to place the reel in the correct position, scribe a mark all the way 
around and dig out the cork with a sharp knife, just enough to drop the plate flush with the 

in really wreck 
black bears, if you’re in that kind ol 

QUICKLY MADE FISH SCALER: When yc 

it to the wood. Use'two or three caps in 

CAUTION ON SNAP SWIVELS: 

strength of the line. A couple of hundred casts c 
it attached too long without checking the 
use the line to wear or fray slightly from 

finish ofF the hook at the right spot, tin it with the 



Back Talk 
SAUCERS AND SNOWMEN 

The article. “I Know Monsters Live 
on Everest” [February issue], was very 
interesting to me, inasmuch as I have 
for two years carried on a serious study 
of flying saucers and their evident tie-in 
with the Abominable Snowmen of Mount 

Don Keyhoe’s book. “Flying Saucers 
from Outer Space.” gives a detailed -re¬ 
port of how five witnesses saw “a huge 
figure, at least nine feet tall, with a 
sweaty red face,” on a hill near Sutton, 
West -Virginia.' Like the “Abominable 
Snowmen, he too had an “unpleasant, 
suffocating odor.” His saucer was seen 
to land, and they were going to investi¬ 
gate when they met the monster. Perhaps 
his “sweaty red face” was because West 
Virginia is not as cold and low-pressured 
as Everest and Mars. 

Among other information in my file 
that ties the Himalaya Snowmen with 
flying saucers is this: In 1934 Nicholas 
Roerich, head of the American-Roerich 
expedition into Tibet, saw a flying saucer 

• There may be something to the saucer 
in Tibet, but the sweaty nine-footer who 
was spotted in West Virginia was prob¬ 
ably just one of the McCoys, out looking 
for Hatfields. 

U.S.S. CONSTELLATION 
I was struck by your article on the 

U.S.S. Constellation [“The Ship That 
Must Not Die”] in your January issue. 
It seems a shame to let the eld sailor 
just quietly fade away. 

I was reminded of an incident that oc¬ 
curred during my school days, many years 
ago. The large historic Indian mound 
at Moundsville, West Virginia, was about 
to be leveled to make room for more 
building. The school children were called 
upon and purchased the huge mound 
with their pennies. It still stands and is 

Cake-7?o/ wood 

mellows 
your 

smoke 
and the 

exclusive 

iemsy Kmncj^ 
cakes Yello-Bole 

imported briar 

far faster than 

any pipe at any price! 

From the first puff, Yello- 
Bole’s real honey builds up a 
healthy, protective cake. It 
mellows the smoke, absorbs tars 
and resins. The filter refines the 
rest. Yello-Bole smokes so clean, 
cool and sweet you don’t have 
to inhale to enjoy it.Treat your¬ 
self to the pipe that takes the 
cake,healthier-smoking, honey- 
lined Yellow-Bole in hand¬ 
some new shapes and finishes! 

PROOF? Yello-Bole is the 
world’s largest selling pipe —BY FAR! 

Vfe||O*0OII«/; 
$2°50 





VOLUMATIC CONTROL 
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Now! Hair in place 
all da^..without^easiness! 

The microscope shows new secref of 
hair tjroomin^ in every drop of 

Vrfalis Hair Cream! 





fighter pilot with the U.S. Marine Corps. 

aircrafUn’thiTsky” NeveXdess rmm- 
aged to down two planes. Unfortunately, 
both of them were American. 

“The first is the one I tell about in 
the Argosy story. The second was a 
much more expensive Corsair fighter. It 
sank under me in the Pacific after I 

THE WEIRD COLLECTION of firearms 
on page 45 comes to us through the 
courtesy of the Winchester Gun Design¬ 
ers’ Firearms Library of the Reference 
CoRection of the Research and Develop¬ 
ment Division of the Arms and Ammuni¬ 
tion Division of Olin Industries. It is 
the first time any color pictures have 
been taken of the collection, and our 
Mr. Kuhlhoff is the first outsider they’ve 
allowed to go pawing over the guns in the 
memory of the oldest living inhabitant. 

Kuhlhoff, Hall swap rare-gun data. 
A “find” once misfired (see above). 

Pete Kuhlhoff, incidentally, has his 
own reference collection of firearms. His 
most valuable gun, worth |700 or $800, 
is a rare Frank Wesson No. I Creedmore 
target rifle which he picked up at an 
auction for $7.50. This rare find was 
counterbalanced by Pete’s purchase of a 
Sharps buffalo rifle and five boxes of 
ammunition for $45. That looked like a 
good bargain, too, until Pete discovered 
that the cartridges were rare curios 
worth $5 each and he had already shot 
up $100 worth. 

The accompanying tintype shows Pete 
with Tom Hall, curator of the Win¬ 
chester collection, examining a Win¬ 
chester l-of-1000 Model 1873 rifle. This 
is rare, but it can’t compare with the 
collection of Winchester revolvers in the 
background. Most people are unaware 
that Winchester ever made revolvers. 

Back in the old days, the story goes. 
Winchester and Colt had a gentleman’s 
agreement: Colt would make only hand¬ 
guns; Winchester would make only rifles. 
Colt put out a rifle, and Winchester 
retaliated by developing a revolver. Each 
got a little tired after awhile and went 
back to his own specialty. • • • 

Want easier shaves? More comfortable 
shaves? Closer, long-lasting shaves? 

Then you want one of the 3 great 
Mennen Shave Creams—Lather, Brush¬ 
less, or Lather Menthol-Iced. No other 
shave creams give you such shaving com¬ 
fort — and this big bonus: they actually 
make razor blades last longer! 

Even the best razor blades get dull 
quick if they must cut tough, unsoftened 
whiskers. But the special beard-softening 
action of Mennen Shave Creams makes 

soft work for any blade — keeps blades 
sharp longer! 

PROVE IT-AT OUR RISK! 
Buy a tube of Mennen Shave Cream to¬ 
day. Test how many good shaves you get 
per blade. If you don’t get more good 
shaves per blade with Mennen than you 
are getting now, mail us the empty carton 
— we’ll refund your money in full. 

THE MENNEN CO., MORRISTOWN, N. J. 

MENNEN 
makes 

aff 3 w 
fflMENNeNj 

Lather Regular 354 and 534 • Brushless 31<t and 474 • Lather Menthol-Iced® 534 

MENNEN FOR MEN 



FOCUS ON ACTION BRITISH COLUMBIA 
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BRITISH COLUMBIA 
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The greatest hunting story by America's greatest writer 

Green Hills of Africa 



by Ernest Hemingway 
from his trot, he seemed to explode forward. With a 
whooshing snort he smashed ahead, splashing water 
and snorting. I shot again and raised a little column 
of water behind him, and shot again as he went into 
the grass; behind him again. 

“Piga,” M’Cola said. “Piga!” 

and I 





by FREDERIC SINCLAIR 



Here’s looking for adventure the hard way: goading a shark to attack (above), 

SKIN DIVER takes busman’s holiday from filming fish, brings, speared sheepshead to surface. 



knifing a giant moray eel and wrestling sea elephants 

They Hunt 

DANGER BELOW 

by RICHARD TREGASKIS 



LIMBAUGH takes breather after underwater filming of 
buddy method he developed for rescuing oxygen-short divers. 

AQUALUNG training is Limbangh specialty; 
he has taught over 60 scientists to use lung. 











by CARYL CHESSMAN ! 

AM WAITING TO DIE 
This article was written by a man who knew he was to be executed 

in the gas chamber at San Quentin. This is what it is like to wait 

AFTER SIX YEARS of reprieves, Caryl Whittier 
Chessman, kidnaper, is to die sometime in May, 1954. 
But his brilliant, twisted mind has created a document 
which will survive him; it is a book about his life of 
crime, in which he pleads the cause of all the crim¬ 
inally damned and doomed. The book is “CELL 2455, 
DEATH ROW,” copyright 1954 by Prentice-Hall, Inc. 
The article that follows is the opening chapter. 

THURSDAY afternoon, October 30, 1952. Death 
Row. 

The death watch is expected in a few more minutes. 
Then, one at a time, it will remove two men from their 
individual cells. 

One of the two is Big Red. 
Big Red is an uncomplicated, normally jolly Ar¬ 

kansan in his late thirties, who drifted to California 
to labor at agricultural jobs in the San Joaquin Val¬ 
ley. For years Big Red was plagued with domestic 
troubles. “Me and the old lady didn’t get along.” His 
wife had him locked up several times for nonsupport, 
which rankled. He failed to see why he should support 
a wife who refused to live with him and perform her 
wifely functions. He felt very badly because their 
only daughter had been placed in a state institution. 
One night he got himself likkered up and grew brood- 
ingly belligerent. The local constabulary jailed him 
until he sobered up. He was placed in a drunk tank 
with two other men, neither of whom he had ever seen 

before in his life. Something in Big Red’s alcohol- 
steeped mind snapped. He beat one of the men to 
death. A jury found him guilty of first-degree murder 
and fixed his punishment as death. October 31, 1952, 
was fixed as his execution date. 

So Big Red is waiting. He’s waiting in cell 2439, 
just four cells from the east end of the row corridor. 

Henry is the other man who is waiting. White-faced, 
he cringes pitifully in cell 2449. He has withdrawn into 
a sort of fear-induced stupor. Sex killer! Sex fiend! 
That’s what the newspapers call Henry. With a prior 
history of sexual misconduct with children, he was 
convicted of the sex murder of a ten-year-old girl and 
doomed. He himself has a defective, child’s mind in a 
man’s body. He knows the state intends to gas him to 
death in the morning. He shivers and trembles with 
fright. 

“Hey, Knuckle-Head!” Big Red’s voice booms out, 
shattering the silence. “Wha’ time izzut?” 

Knuckle-Head shouts back, “Four minutes o’ four, 
Red.” 

“Well, it won’t be long,” Big Red says. “You only 
gotta put up with me fur a few more minutes.” 

But Big Red doesn’t want to believe this. He knows 
his attorneys have filed papers for him in a Federal 
court and he doesn’t know he has been denied relief. 
He’s waiting and hoping for an eleventh-hour stay. 
Like most men, he doesn’t want to die. 

“Hey, Knucklehead! You (Continued on page 81) 

I THE WAY OUT: This gas chamber is the only : from San Quentin that Chessman will know. 

JUNE, 1954 
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Miracle Cabin 
They said it couldn't be done—but you can put up this 4-man cabin in 2 days for $500 

BY ROBERT SCHARFF 







FOR HUNTING, FISHING, 

1,000,000 



LOAFING 

Campsites for Sale! 

All over America, in good fishing and 

hunting country, there’s empty land, 

just waiting for your cabin. It’s for 

sale, and cheaper than you’d think. 

Here’s expert advice on how to find it 

after a day of hunting. Maybe fishing. Sud- 

BY HARRY KTJRSH 



Arctic's 
Strangest 

Story 

by PETER FREUCHEN 

A famous explorer tells a true story 

that may shock you — of the fierce 

struggle for survival of a poacher and 

his son in Lapland's frozen wastes 

MANY strange stories have been told of the 
terrors of the Polar regions. Things were not 
always so bad, but time and again Arctic 

pioneers have faced disaster alone—with nothing to 
help them but their own private resources. At such 
desperate moments, no moral considerations could pre¬ 
vent the mere struggle for survival from breaking all 
normal restraints. Terrible things did happen at times 
—experiences which seem barbaric and unbelievable 
when told about afterwards. People who have never 
known starvation are quick to pass judgment, but in 
the final analysis, who has the right to criticize the 
actions of men who had no other chance of keeping 
alive? 

I was in Lapland some years ago, traveling deep 
into the primeval forests of Northern Finland where 
the Lapps have made their home along the shores of 

the Polar Sea. This strange, mysterious people has 
been in flight for centuries and is even today being 
forced further and further north by the farmers of 
Norway, Finland and Sweden who are breaking new 
land far beyond the Arctic circle. They are good 
people and good friends, these dark, silent men who 
are marked by loneliness and poverty. For days on 
end no words are spoken on the desolate farms up 
there. The Lapps carry on their work without talk, 
without thoughts or dreams. 

It was in such a place of cold, remote silence that I 
met Guolna. 

He was a weaver—a strange and silent man with 
deep, thoughtful eyes. It seemed to me he found relief 
for something he did not understand in weaving the 
pattern of his scarves. He had only one leg. The other 
had been amputated for tuberculosis of the bone. 

ARGOSY 



I was told that Guolna had contracted the dread 
disease while he was in a reformatory where he had 
spent ten years of his life. Why? I put the question to 
the local school teacher. Why had Guolna been sent 
to prison? He seemed such a quiet, kind-hearted, help¬ 
ful man. The teacher could only confirm it, but did 
not know the reason. Guolna had been to the reform 
school, had been taught to weave and lost one leg. 
Then he was released and had made his meager living 
from his trade. 

I bought all the scarves Guolna had on hand, but I 
could not make him talk. I asked him discreetly and 
I asked him directly why it was that he had been sent 
to the reform school, but his only answer was: “I 
don’t remember.” 

At last I had to see the old county sheriff. He told 
me the story from his own memory, since he had 

known the persons involved and had played his own 
part in the case. 

And this is the story of Guolna: 

TT IS mother’s death did not change things much, 
-tl it seemed to Guolna. She had never worked 
much the last few years. Guolna couldn’t remember 
the last time she had carried wood into the house, and 
often she had gone to bed in the middle of the day. 
All the other women had a job at the sawmill, but 
not his mother. When Guolna’s father was drunk and 
didn’t bring them any food, they starved until he was 
sober again. 

His mother was always so gentle and good. Guolna’s 
father could never make himself beat her, not even 
when he was drunk. Guolna cried a great deal at the 
funeral when he listened to (Continued on page 76) 



1. Scene: Memorial Day Speedway, 1953. Vukovich, 
leading, is forced into pit. Crew swarms over racer. 

2. Seven-foot racing jacks work like levers, snap car off 
ground in two seconds. Men are already pulling wheels. 

5. All wheels on. Special tires have smooth left edges 6. Panting crew starts car rolling with the fuel tanks 
that help the driver skid around track’s left turns. filled, tires changed and the driver somewhat cooler. 

In 47 frantic seconds Bill Vukovich’s incredible pit crew changes 

4 tires, refuels car, sends him on to win the Indianapolis "500" 

PHOTOGRAPHS BY HY PESKIN 





JBuilt for Speed 
With a little work I could take care of Barrow’s boat—or his wife 

by JOHN D. MACDONALD 

I WAS sitting on my heels on the gas dock having 
a cold can of heer "with Russ, the dockmaster, 
arguing about whether I ought to put squat 

boards on the Davidson cruiser. My small boatyard 
is around the comer from the Messina Yaeht Club 
docks. Russ knows boats, and when I’m not too sure 
of myself I go over and yak with him. 

It was a glass-calm September afternoon, and the 
boat basin had the sleepy look it had had all summer. 
About a third of the slips were in use. Most of the 
regulars had put their craft in fresh-water storage 
or on ways and had gone north away from the 
long, hot, sleepy summer of the west coast of Florida. 
My own- storage department was full, and I had spent 
the summer doggedly digging my way through the 
backlog of work the boat owners had left for me 
when they headed north. 

There was just enough breeze to keep the mos¬ 
quitoes off the end of the gas dock. Russ interrupted 
his dissertation on squat boards and looked out the 
boat-basin entrance toward the big bay. I turned and 
looked, too, and we squatted in silence for a time, 
watching the strange boat coming in. She was fast 

and she had good lines and she was sparkling in 
the sun. 

“Know her?” I asked Russ. 
“Can’t say I do. She isn’t standard, either.” He 

didn’t have to say that. I could see by the lines of 
her that she hadn’t been stamped out like a cookie. 

She curved into the narrow entrance with the bone 
in her teeth, and then the engines were cut down and 
she settled lower in the water and came burbling up 
to the dock. The color scheme was white and gray 
and deep blue, and the brass was polished. A girl 
stood spread-legged on the bow, the coiled line in 
her hand. She wore a scanty, yellow two-piece sun 
suit, and she took tan like an Indian, a deep red- 
bronze. The sun had bleached her hair almost white. 
We stood up. Something about her, a sort of in¬ 
solence in the way she stood there, with her long, 
smooth legs, made me conscious of my ragged, 
faded khaki shorts, my bare feet, the grease on my 

It was about thirty-five feet of boat, and the guy 
at the wheel was an expert. He reversed his screws 
just right and drifted up, turning, and came up 
against the padded pilings as gently as a baby’s kiss. 
She leaped lightly off instead of tossing us the line. 
Expertly, she made it fast, and the guy left the wheel 
and tossed me a stem line, saying, “Thanks, boy.” 

Something about the man gave me an impulse to 
throw his line back aboard. He was a short, dark 
guy who looked about forty. He had plenty of 
shoulders and a square, sun-dark face. He wore a 
white shirt with the tails tied across his flat, brown 
belly in the Mexican fashion. Hair was thick and 
curly black on his chest. He wore pale linen shorts, 
and his short legs were bowed and muscular. 

I made his line fast and stepped back. The girl 
glanced at me and looked away. Young. Nineteen or 

“You like gas, mister?” Russ asked. 
“Gas, ice, supplies and a place to tie up.” 
I moved back to where I could see the transom. 

She was the Go Girl out of New Orleans. And she 

It didn’t take long to install the new set of plugs. I could feel her watching me. 





Built for Speed cont.nued 
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For every new danger, the old-time gunsmiths had a novel 

defense. Take, for instance, the man troubled by watermelon thieves. 

Or the London dandy whose love life kept him out at all hours 
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MV 26 HOURS 
IN THE SEA 

A search plane came over 

hut it failed to spot me. And 

when it had gone, I was alone 

with the circling shark 

BY JAMES T. STEEN 

AT 130 MILES an hour we completed the second 
turn of our triangle and headed for home. 

± There were 60 miles of water between us and 
Pensacola. Low summer clouds had us pinned down 
to within 300 feet of the water, according to the 
altimeter. But we were actually lower than that, for 
when I slipped behind and beneath the three student 
planes to check their heading, I could feel my plane 
rising and falling with the great swells of the 
glassy-surfaced Gulf. 

You could do that, you know. If the water was 
rippled it felt like driving a car over a corduroy 
road. If there were big waves, it got so rough that 





Expert’s “Perfect" Fishing Kit 
Don’t worry if your wife’s luggage takes up all the room in 

the car. With Koller's vacation-fishing outfit, you're traveling 

light, but ready for anything-from trout to musky 

by LARRY KOLLER 
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The Arsenal That Time Forgot 
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For Every Dad-Everywhere! 
Make it Father’s YEAR instead of Father’s Day by giving Dad (Granddads, Fathers-in-law, too) a 
year-long subscription to ARGOSY, The Complete Man’s Magazine. 

Just fill in the attached order card and mail it NOW while our special money-saving gift rates are 
in effect. ARGOSY will handle all the details, including an attractive gift card penned with your name 
and mailed in time for Father’s Day. And while you’re at it, take advantage of these special rates 
to enter or extend your own subscription. 

No need to send payment now — we’ll be glad to bill you later— but please mail your order card 
TODAY. We’ll pay air-mail postage to make sure your order arrives in time. 
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at are we going to do?” P. O. M. 





















The Arctic's Strangest Story 
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20X Coated Lens TELESCOPE 

PERSONALIZED . 

Box 683 Grand Central Station, New York 17, N.Y. 

► Stop to Shop 

den. Rustproof metal, 6 ft. 

^ SHARPENING KNIVES in ail 

guide slots to hold knife at proper angle 

$3.50 including oil. Hobbycraft Studios, 
Box 352, Dept. AR, Highland Park, III. 

y TWO-PIECE RAIN SUIT for 

each $3.98. Complete suit is $7.85. Small, 
medium, large, extra large. Strago, 211 
Seventh Ave., Dept. 109, New York City. 

^ GOT A GOLFER in the family? 

tees. Suitable for either casual or dress 
wear. Set, gift-boxed for $6.95 including 
tax. Kramers Jewelers, 500 Washington 
Street, Dept. A, Hoboken, New Jersey. 
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SEE STOP TO SHOP NEXT MONTH FOR 

A PREVIEW OF THE NEWEST BARBECUE 

GRILLS, AVAILABLE BY DIRECT MAIL. 

WASH YOUR CAR IN 9 MINUTES 
the new easy AEROMAT way! 

HEAVY DUTY HOME & CAR WASHER 





Both 86 key contains 65% Grain Neutral Spirits • Proof • Kentucky Blended Whisk The Hill and Hill Co., Louisville, Ky. 
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DIRECT FROM GERMANY 

"BLACK FOREST" 

Hunting Knife 


